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Abstract. Boarding is one of the educational institutions that contribute to the existence of
the Indonesia as a nation as well as the State of the nation (nation state). The role of the
pesantren very vital in shaping communal life harmony society of Indonesia. The presence
of religious schools that in fact all its institutions of informal education in General, thus
can embrace people from various walks of life. The seminary is the orientation of
educational institutions on the construction of the akhlakul karimah makes it a kind of
moral agent/morals for learners which will dive amongst the people. That inspired the
author to examine more deeply about what and how the actual role of the pesantren in
realizing a society’s akhlakul karimah.
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1 Introduction

Education boarding schools on lately is often denigrated by some in the community,
perhaps because public education is more promising in terms of Alumni like to be economists,
bisnisman, and so on, even though boarding schools has a very important role in the lives of
both individuals and the nation and the State. It is because in addition to boarding schools teach
religious studies also forms the character of the students had a good behavior or akhlakul
karimah as exemplified by the Prophet. Because in essence Islam is a religion of morals as the
words of the Prophet

إِنَّمَا أُعِيِّنُ أَلْبَاسِكُمْ ﺑَأَخْلَاقٍ رَوْحَاءً

It means: Verily, I am sent only to improve morals (HR Al Bazzar).

Akhlakul karimah is a very vital element in the lives of individuals and the life of the nation
and the State. Because of the existence of a nation and a country in need of a civilized society
and role and cultured. In this case, morals is one of the most important part in shaping the
society that high’s civilization. And the pesantren education system is the only one who focus
themselves on moral development.

From the explanation above, the authors wanted to dissect the contribution of religious
schools in its position as medium and forming a generation’s akhlakul karimah.
2 Discussion

Education is the process someone develop the ability to form characters, other attitudes and behaviour in society. Pesantren education system is the totality of interaction of a set of elements of integrated education in cooperation, and complement each other towards the achievement of educational goals that have become goals, together with the the culprit. Boarding schools is a traditional Islamic education institutions to understand and practice the teachings of the Islamic religion (tafaqquh fiddin).

The purpose of education boarding schools is "to create and develop the personality of the Muslims, namely the faithful and pious personality to God Almighty, of benefit to society or to the community served by the road become the subjects or the man the community, with a focus on behavior-good behavior (akhlaulkarimah) as the Prophet Muhammad (follow the sunnah of the Prophet), able to stand on its own, free and fast in the personality, to proselytise or to uphold Islam and the triumph of the people Islam amongst the people (‘izzul Islam wal Muslimeen’), and a love of science in order to develop the personality of Indonesia. Ideally the intended personality development is the personality of muhsin, not just Muslims.

The vision is to become a boarding school education institution-based aswaja who has the edge in producing the righteous generation, having an understanding and competence in the fields of Islamic Science and technology, as well as the soul of leadership

As for the mission boarding school education :

a. Organizing a system of education that is conducive towards the establishment of a private lot
b. Develop the education system oriented to the creation of a generation that has understanding and competence in the fields of Islamic Science and technology
c. Form a generation that has the leadership and care about the people
d. Role in Da'wah people and encourage the creation of civil society
e. The boarding community, starting from kiai as founder, teacher and sometime nanny.

Nanny position generally succeeded by the families or relatives of kiai. Teachers boarding schools was a kiai and assisted the ustadz. Kiai as caregivers while the main teachers whereas the ustadz as a teacher helper consists of the senior student or supervisor and caretaker cottages. The position of kiai as caretakers is besides being a teacher was also the deciding level of graduation. The ustadz supervisor who generally from family kiai is the referrer in the teaching and learning activities. As for senior students (mu'allim) is implementing the daily teaching and learning activities. Santri is a student at boarding school. In general students staying or residing for several years because it comes from out of town. But there are also students from the surrounding communities who just follow the activities of the Koran at the time of the evening. This kind of students is known as students Kalong. Boarding schools accommodating students sons and daughters.

Boarding school administrators in general they are the kiai (nanny/responsible), ustadz, and senior students, who are also alumni, with respect to this role not only do they provide lessons of religion, provide guidance to students, and provide consideration to kiai in the decision also takes care of pesantren in managerial as well as the physical construction of the boarding school.

Curriculum and learning resources, types of pesantren education non formal, studied the religion, on classic books includes the fields of study: Monotheism, Tafsir, Hadith, Fiqh, Usul-Definition, Tasawauf, Arabic (Nahwu, nerves, Balagah, and Tajwid), Mantik, and Morals. In addition there are also boarding school education generally various kinds of orders that mu'tabaroh like naqsyabandiyah, syazdaliyah and others.
The values that underlie the boarding school can be classified into two groups: (1) the values of the religion that has absolute truth, which in this case are Nietzsche, Fiqh and oriented on the life of akhbarawi, and (2) the values of the religion that has the truth of the relative proximity of the empirical and pragmatic to solve various problems of everyday life according to the law of the religion. Both groups of these values has a vertical relationship or hierarchy. The first group of values above the superior value of the second group, and the second value must not conflict with the value of the first group. In this regard kiai as caretakers keep religious values are the first group, ustadz, represented by senior students and students of religious values keeping the second group. This is why kiai as caretakers have absolute power in boarding school.

Pesantren education system using a holistic approach, which means that the nanny looked at that teaching and learning activities is kesatupaduan or melting in the totality of the activities of daily living. To the residents of boarding school, studied at boarding school did not know the timing, when to start and should be done, and what targets to be achieved.

The method of teaching is given in the form: sorogan, halaqoh, bandongan, and memorizing. Sorogan, meaning learning individually where a student dealing with a teacher, there is an interaction between the two know each other. Bandongan does it mean to learn in a group followed by all students.

3 The role of the pesantren education against the formation of moral

The moral question here is Islamic or moral are more commonly known as akhlakul karimah as the Foundation of the lives of Muslims. As educational institutions, pesantren is one of the many education that more emphasis in the fields of morals. It is evidenced by the extensive use of curriculum books style morals. In addition the rules very strict boarding school scored each student to behave in moral terms.

Among the teaching-teaching morals and reproduce scientific knowledge of Sufism, and the end of the period of study is given instruction through devotion and implicitly, both of which are part of forming moral values. Sufism is the educational training to cultivate the heart and spiritual experience as a sign of maturity in the learned. Sufism is the pattern of training that prefer at practice. Therefore, Sufism can be said as the interpretation of the science curriculum has been studied in madrasa diniyyah which in the end is the establishment of good behavior (akhlakul karimah).

Although not structured by default, the system of education in a boarding school can be categorized in some basics of formation morals are: integrity, discipline, social and societal.

Integrity, integrity training students in boarding schools is the first thing that is highly emphasized. Through adherence to kiai that acts as the manufacturer of the regulations in the boarding school, students in the law and to comply with these rules. The power of kiai as absolute truth, in the local level, indirectly shape the santri are loyal to what was ordered kiai.

Social Development, community social attitudes of religious schools have been taught well. It is proven by the existence of interaction and communication among the students who applied. Respect for the older and the younger dote. This is the most fundamental statement in the training activities of community in community of students.
3 Conclusion

Education-oriented integrity, discipline and social development is the most important part to make the personality of individuals as one element in civil society (civil society). Islam is the religion of the focus on the third such behaviour. In Islam, all three are part of the teachings on akhlakul karimah (good behavior). Morals in Islam is the most important thing is to be done by all his people. Boarding schools have an important role as agents of delivery and the establishment of morals from one generation to the next (morality agency). And it has been realized by a pesantren since long ago. It is this excess of boarding schools compared to other educational institutions.
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